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ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS 

Subject: Application Development By Using Python 

     Module No.-02 

1. What are Lists? Explain with examples the different ways to create a list. Why lists are called Mutable. 

Discuss the following List operations and functions with examples : 1. Accessing ,Traversing and Slicing the 

List Elements 2. + (concatenation) and * (Repetition) 3. append , extend , sort , remove and delete 4. len , 

sum, min and max 5. split and join 

2. Write a program to compute an average : 1) without using list and 2) using list 

3. Compare String and List with examples. With example illustrate how the list can be passed as arguments. 

What are objects and Aliasing? 

4. What are Dictionaries? Explain with examples how the dictionaries are created. Differentiate between Key 

and value of the Dictionary element. Mention the properties of Key . Discuss the following Dictionary 

operations and functions with examples 1. Accessing , Traversing , Updating , Deleting 2. Traversing a 

Dictionary using looping 

5. Give the output of following Python code: 

 str1 = ‘This is Pyhton’ 

 print( "Slice of String : ", str1[1 : 4 : 1] )  

print("Slice of String : ", str1[0 : -1 : 2]) 

 

6. What is dictionary in Python? Explain with an example 

7. Write a Python program to sum all the items in a list 

8. Write a Python program to get the largest and smallest number from a list 

9. Write a Python program to find the index of an item in a specified list 

10. Write a Python program to access dictionary keys element by index.  

11.  Write a Python program to iterate over dictionaries using for loops  

12. Write a Python program to sum all the items in a dictionary 

13. Write a Python script to concatenate following dictionaries to create a new one. Sample Dictionary : 

dic1={1:10, 2:20} dic2={3:30, 4:40} dic3={5:50,6:60} Expected Result : {1: 10, 2: 20, 3: 30, 4: 40, 5: 50, 6: 60} 

 


